SENDER NAME
ADDRESS
DATE
TOLL ROAD COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
Dear Sir/Madam,
RE: Toll Payment Notice (NUMBER)
I received the above notice of demand for me to pay a toll, plus penalty charges, for an alleged trip across (TOLL
ROAD NAME) on (DATE).
I have a right under the Imperial Acts Application Act, a law of the States, to be presumed innocent until proven
guilty. Your request for payment/tax in this matter is a clear breach of that right and I’m aggrieved by your unlawful
attempt to tax a payment from me when I have committed no criminal offence, offended/broken no law and caused
no personal harm to any resident.
This letter is to serve as my written notification that I formally object to the above alleged charge and penalty fee as
I have done nothing wrong.
I have an approved electronic toll device supplied by (TOLL TAG PROVIDER) installed in my vehicle in accordance
with the instructions provided by the supplier. This device is used regularly to record tolls as I drive. I have no control
over the design, functionality or maintenance of the device, nor do I have any input into the devices that monitor the
progress of my vehicle and as such accept no responsibility for their malfunction.
Therefore, I refuse to pay any charge in excess of the toll amount. Any further charges should be referred to the
supplier of the tag or the toll reading device.
Moreover any further attempts to extract a fee for the malfunctioning of your toll monitoring device or the
malfunctioning of the approved tag will be to your account.
I will happily answer your future letters relating to the failure of your or others equipment at a rate of $100 per hour
including GST to prepare each response – the minimum charge is 1 hour.
Further, you have provided no evidence to prove that my vehicle actually travelled across the TOLL ROAD NAME)
at (TIME) on the above date.
I request that you now provide certified PROOF that my vehicle travelled across the (TOLL ROAD NAME) at (TIME)
on (DATE) by way of a sworn affidavit and supporting documentation that substantiates your claim.
Should you provide an image purporting to show the vehicle, I am seeking certification that the photograph that was
allegedly produced from the device on this day could not have been tampered with or altered in any way. I will require
an affidavit outlining the exact procedure used to convert the digital image to a printed image and proof of any
security measures, algorithms and metrology used to ensure that this process is completely secure and could not
have been mathematically broken, cracked or hacked.
Therefore I demand that you immediately withdraw this notice of demand, however I warn you that if you choose to
proceed with trying to recover this alleged debt from me, I will take all legal measures to overturn this demand and
also proceed against your company for damages and possibly even illegally demanding money with menaces, as
this is a serious criminal offence.
Yours sincerely,
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